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The 
CRUSADER 
1941-43 
ASSUMPTION HIGH SCHOOL 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 

TO over one thousand of Assumption's 
graduates who have played their games 
upon this campus, and who are now 
engaged in the more serious game of war, 
we humbly dedicate ... 
MAIN ENTRANCE-CLASSROOM BUILDING 
PAC£ TWO 
THE 
CRUSADER 
ASSUMPTION HIGH SCHOOL 
WINDSOR . ONTARIO 
Crusader Patrons 
• MR. AND MRS. JAMES H. BARTH 
\1/lndsor, Ontario 
• REV. LUKE BEUGLET, C.S.B 
Windsor, Omano 
• DR. AND MRS. JOHN BLAKE 
OP.lro1t, Michigan 
• REV. G. L. RLONDE, P.P. 
Windsor. Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. EVERICE BONDY 
McGreqor, Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. WALLACE BONDY 
RtverBide, Ontario 
• MRS. JANE C. BRIGGS 
Delrolt, Michigan 
e MRS. R. W BURSON 
St. Clair Shores, Mi<-hlgan 
• MR. R. BUTLER 
Detroil, Michigan 
e MR. AND MRS. DAN CALABRESE 
Utica. Mlchlqan 
• MR AND MRS. H. /. CARMICHAEL 
St Cathorlnes. Ontano 
• UP.. AND MRS. JOHN CARNEY 
Windsor, Ontano 
• MR AND MRS. ISIDORE CECILE 
McGregor Ontario 
• MR AND MRS WALLACE H. CLARK 
Windsor, Ontor10 
e REV. W. E. DILLON, P.P 
Windsor, Ontano 
• MR. AND MRS. L. A. DONOHUE 
Won.,n, Ohio 
• REV. f. I. DUCHARME, P.P. 
Riverside, Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. GEORGE £. FAI\NING 
Wayne, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. JAMES FERRARA 
Detroit, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. W. J. FLEMING 
Detroit, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. GEORGE J. FREDERICKS 
Detroit, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. W. H. FURLONG 
Windsor, Ontario 
• REV. WILLIAM GANNON 
Mi. Morris, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. A. J. GOSSELIN 
Windsor, Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. N. M. GRAHAM 
Windsor. Ontario 
• G. J. GRTMALOl. M.O. 
Detroit, Michigan 
• THE lNGERSOLL F'AMIL Y 
Doiron, Michigan 
• MRS. GEORGE KRATZMJLLER 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. J. P. LACROIX 
Windsor, Ontario 
• ED. LAIRD 
Windsor, Onlarlo 
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• VERY REV. WlLFRID ), LANGLOIS, V.F 
Windsor, Ontario 
• REV LA SALLE M. LENK 
De1r0Jt, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. SlD LLOYD 
Windsor, Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. F. G. LOEFFLER 
Wtndsor, Omario 
• REV. RAYMOND ). MAIBERGER 
Detroit. Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. JEROME MARCHAND 
Detroit, Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. FRANK MARENTETIE 
Windsor, Ontario 
• MR. PAUL MARTIN, :<.C., M.P. 
Windsor, Onlmio 
• MR. FRANK MclNTYR:: 
Ann Arbor, M!chi90n 
• G. /. MERL!HAN 
Windsor, Ontario 
• HON. RAYMOND O 'v!ORAND 
Windsor, Ontario 
o MF. AND MRS. THOMAS MURPHY 
Wo.yne. Michigan 
• MRS. FRANK A. NELSON 
Summu, NI 
• MR. AND MRS. E. P O'CONNOR 
Detroit. Michigan 
• PROF. EUGENE S. J. FAULUS 
Windsor, Onlo.rlo 
• DR. AND MRS. A. C. PFElfER 
Mt. Mems. Mkh!gon 
• DR. AND MRS. C. A. RUED!SUELJ 
Detroit, Mich1aan 
e REV. U:O J. ROBERGE 
Mt. Clemens. Michigan 
• MR. AND MRS. A. SARKOzr 
Detroit, Michigan 
• REV. J. SCHWEMLER 
Windsor. Ontorto 
• MESSRS. T. J. AND E. G SEGUJN 
Wlndsor, Ontario 
e MR. RAY SEGUIN 
Windsor. Ontario 
e MR. AND MRS. JOHN P. SIMPSON 
Windsor, Ontario 
• MRS. EMMETI /. SOUCIE 
Windsor, Ontorlo 
• W, J. TROTT 
Windsor, Ontario 
• MR. L. T. YENNEY 
Windsor, Ontado 
• MR. AND MRS. JOHN WALL 
Windsor, Ontario 
e MR. AND MRS. S. P. WAYMOUTH 
Wlndsor, Ontario 
e MRS. A. G. WEBER 
Detmh, M!chlgon 
• REV. JOHN J. WHITE 
Windsor, Ontano 
PATRON OF THE BASILIAN FATHERS 
Administration 
and 
Staff 
PAGE: flVE 
REV. V. J. GUINAN, C.S.B., M.A. 
PRESIDENT 
• North View of 
Huron Line Entrance 
~ -
.. .......... - . -
_ - -·- -
REV. G. J. THOMPSON. C.S.B., B.A. 
PRINC~PAi.. 
South View of 
lo 
P.e " A •• or, .S.B. B.P 
Bursur 
Rev. M. J. Plc.cett, C.S.B. 
Commercl<lf 
Rev. C. Colllns, C.S.B. 
Commerci<1l 
Capt. C. LeEel, C.S.B .. M.A. f'I/Lt G. '!'odd, C.S.B .. B.A 
R91lg1on, Uili!ory Science Rehg1on, English 
. Rov, f'. Ru1h, C.S.B .. B.A. 
Sclonce 
R<>v E. J. Lo eunesse, C.S.B .. M.A . 
Rehgaon, f'rench 
Rev. E:. Leo. C.S.B .. M.A. 
Enc;llsh 
- --9t·c:. 
Rev S. J. Murphy, C.S.B .. M.A. 
Colloge Registrar 
English 
Rev. ',. /. St;>rey, C.S.B., B.A 
Re.lglon, Ma:hemottcs 
Rev E. Young, C.S.B., M.A. 
Ra 1g1on, History 
Pev. A. Brown, C.S.B .. B.A. 
RcUg.on, Laun 
B.A. 
Rev, E. Gorvoy, C.S.B .. Ph.D. 
Religion 
R<>v. ). Ruth, C.S.B .. M.A. 
Ma,heman-s 
Ruv. U. f. Girard, C.S.B., B.A. 
Religion. Fre,c:11, 
PubllcaUons 
Rev. J. Hanrahan, C.S.B., B.A. 
Rellc;ion, French, 
La11n 
Rov. J. Huss, y, C.S.B .. B.A. 
Lclln 
Rav. C. Armsucng, C.S.B .• B.A 
Scienc,,, A!hlettes 
,:· 
•• 1.-, .• 
'·•· I 
Rev. A. Wellor, C.S.B., B.A. 
Manual Arts 
C. Harrlsoa. C.S.B., B.A. 
Religion, Musk 
Uuthemoucs 
Rev. F. Mallon, C.S.B., M.A. 
Rel!glon, History 
PAGE 'HNE 
Rev. D. J. Mulvihill, CS.B., B.A. 
History 
Pro!. Euqen,, S. J. Paulus, B.A. 
English 
Dramatics 
Rev. L. Quinlan, C.S.8., M.A. 
History 
Mr. M. Lolrambofse. B.A. 
;;;4·7r 
Rev, A. Caira, C.S.B., M.A. 
Re!Jglon 
Mr. I. McMahon, B.A.\ .rr-" 
Enghsh, Latin f'.t1v-" 
~ .. 1Y' 
Prof. Pere, D Sabia. r.R.C M. 
Mr. N'. Caron 
The Grades 
THE SCHOLASTICS SEATED: Mr. B. Faught. C.S.B.: Mr./. Broussard, C.S.B., B.A.: Mr. L. Adam, C.S.B .. B.A.: Mr. D. L<>vack, C.S.B., 
Mr. C. Howard, C.S.B.; Mr. A. J. Molloy, C.S.B .. 8.A.: Mr. J. Barry, C.S.B., B.A. 
STANDING: Mr. H. Ho1ovsky, C.S.8.: Mr. D. Picken. C.S.B.: Mr. /. Moynihan, C.S.B.: Mr. J. Dubois. C.S.B, Mr. J. 
Mullins, C.S.ll.: Mr. G. O'Byme, C.S.B.: Mr. R. Janisu, C.S.B.: Mr. R. Finn. C.S.B., B.A.; Mr. R. Watson C.S.B.: 
Mr. R. Leonard, C.S.8.; Mr. L. McGrady, C.S.B.: Mr. A. Megan, C.S.B., B.A.: Mr J. Shannon, C.$.8., B.A. 
.B.: 
THE CHAPEL SANCTUARY 
PAGE aEVEN 
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Valedictory 
A NOTHER year has come and gone-another year painfully bearing the 
scars of a World Wm, another year which has seen many more of our 
Canadians march into the fray.-and yet for us it is not just another year. 
It is the end of a phase, a very important phase, in our lives. the Graduates 
of 1943. When we first entered Assumption, four short years ago, the conflict 
had just begun; now. as we leave, many of us will go lo that conflict to join 
those others who have already volunteered. It is our sincere hope that the 
Graduates of next year will have a more constructive role to play. 
But those four years themselves will ever remain very important to our 
hearts. It was during those four years that our characters and mental abilities 
were in their formative stage; the moulding was in the hands of our parents 
and teachers. It is for the world to judge the outcome. Yet, we have 
confidence. With this in mind we thank.-from the bottom of our hearts.-
our teachers, (whom we prefer to regard as our friends), for their untiring 
and exhausting efforts with us; and our parents, to whom we shall ever be 
indebted for their love and devotion. And. above all, we wish to thank 
Assumption- the spirit of Asswnption- that spirit which moved her founders 
with that fiery zeal which is moving her many Graduates today.-those on the 
war-fronts and those on the home-front. That zeal is the spirit of right as 
embodied in her crest, "Teach me Goodness, and Discipline, and Knowledge". 
But to be taught it is not enough; we must practice it and defend it. In our 
years here we have been taught the former, it is to the task of protecting ii 
that we Graduates have dedi:ated ourselves. 
- ARTHUR HARRIS, '43. 
The 
JAMES BLAKE 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
Graduates 
ROBERT NEIGHBOUR 
PRESIDENT 
1943 
ALBERT INGERSOLL 
SECRET ARY-TREASURER 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I • RAYMOND PAUL ADAM I I Wlndso,, Ontario 
. . 
• . • . 
• • • • 
I I l(f.;'1NETH FIUSSEU BEFITHlAUME • I I Sandwich East, On1arlo 
• • • • 
• • • • 
. • • 
I I I I 
• JOSEPH LOUIS ARPJN 
• • 
Windsor, Onlorto 
• 
• • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
. • 
fRANCJS PATFIJCK BLA,,E • • • 
• • De1rah. Michigan • • 
• • • 
I I I I 
. • • 
• • 0 JOHN SALTER ASKIN • 
• • Windsor. Ontario • • 
I I I I 
. • • • 
. • • 
• ;)ARL ERNEST BON!)Y • 
. 
I I Windsor Ont:::rlo I 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
I I • DONALD EDWARD ATKIN I I Locmlnglon, On!. 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
I I GEOFFREY ff!ANCJS CAJNEN • I I 
Windsor Ontorlo 
• ' 
. 
• • 
. 
. • • 
I I I I 
• GEORGE EDWARD BEAUNE 
• • 
Windsor, Ontario 
• 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
• • 
JOHN JOSEPH CAMERON • • • 
• • Detroll, Mich1,gan • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
PAGE FOURTEEN 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • . 
I I I • JAMES EDWAR!) CARNEY I I Windsor, On1ario 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
I I I ROBERT ANTHONY FERRON • I I Windsor, On!arlo 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • 
I I .I I I 
• ROBERT THOMAS CHAUVIN 
• • Windsor, Ontario • • 
• • 
• • • • 
I I I I I 
GARRY THOMAS FORTUNE e 
• • Windsor, On!arlo • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I I 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• 
• . • WILLIAM GORDON CLARK • • • Windsor, Onta1'IO 
I I I I I 
• • • 
• 
• • • 
• • 
DONALD HARRIS f'OURNELLE • • • 
I I I 
Riverside, On1arlo I I 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I • WALTER JOSEPH COLAUm I I Windsor, Ontario 
• • /["',. : • • • • 
• 
~-r~· • 
I I I LOUIS THOMAS FREEMAN • I I Windsor, Ontario 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I I 
• • • 
e RAYMOND ROBERT DECRAENE 
• • 
• . • Oeirolt, Machlt;:an • • 
• • • • • 
I I I I I 
• • • 
Wlll!AM BERNARD FURLONG e 
• • 
• . • Windsor, Ontmi? • • 
• • • • • 
I I I I I 
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. 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• I I • JOHN ROWCLlffE GRAHAM I I Windsor, Ontario 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• 
• I I ARTHUR BROWNE HARRIS • I I Riverside_, Ontario . 
• 
• • 
• • 
. 
• 
• • 
• I I I I • GINO VIRGIN!O GRASS! 
• Windsor, Ontono 
• • . 
• • • • 
• . 
• I I 
' ' 
CHARLES J£REM!AH HEALY 
• • • De1ro11, Michigan • 
• 
• • • 
• 
• 
• • I I 
' 
I 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• ROBERT WllllAM GREENWAY • 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
Detroit, Michigan I I 
' 
I 
. 
• 
• • 
. 
• 
WlLfRED HOGAN • 
• 
BERNARD 
• 
. 
• 
• • I I Windsor, Ontario I I 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• . 
• 
• I I • ARTHUR JAMES GOSSELIN I I Windsor, Ontario 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • I I JAMES THOMAS HOLLERHEAD • I I Windsor, Ontorlo 
• 
• . 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • I I I I 
• JOHN LEO HANNAN • • Windsor, Ontario 
• 
• 
. 
. 
• • • 
• 
• • I I I I 
• PETER MARIA TANSEN • 
• 
• 
Windsor. Ontario • 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• I I 
. I IJ PAG!: S1l<T£l:N 
/ J 
• • 
. 
• • • 
• • 
I • • 
• • 
• • I I I I I 
• JOHN DONALD JOHNSON DouoH, Michigan 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
I • 
.. • 
• • 
I I 
o:,'.ER GERARD LAMOTHE • I I Windsor. On:ano 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • • 
• 
I I I I 
• 
RAYMOND NICHOLAS KAVANAGH 
• 
Paquelle. Ontano • 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• 
• 
I I I I PETER EDWARD L'HEUREIJX • 
• 
Windsor, Ontono • • 
• • . 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
I I I I 
• • 
• • • 
• 
. • 
. • 
GEORGE PHILIP KRA TZMlLLER • • 
I 
Ann Arbor, Michigan I I I 
• • 
. • 
• 
. • 
JOHN DONALD lvkALPINE • • 
• 
I I 
Windsor, Ontano I I 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I I • JOSEPH DONALD LACROIX I I Windsor. Ontario 
• • 
• • 
. • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
I I WILUAM FRANCIS McAULlffE • I I Welland, Ontario 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• 
I I I I 
. • • 
EUGENE ARMAND LAMBERT • • 
• • 
Riverside, Ontario • 
• 
• • 
• • 
. 1 I I I 
• • 
;OHN DUNCAN MeCOLL • • • 
• 
Wmdsot, On•orlo • • 
• • 
• • 
I I I 
I 
PAGf. SEVENTEEN 
• • • . 
• • • • • • • • 
I I • ROBERT THOMSON McFADDEN I I Rtver Conard Ontario 
• • • • • • • 
• • • 
I I JOSEPH ERNEST MELOCHE • I I McGregor, Ontono 
• 
~ 
• • 
• • 
• • . • 
I I I I 
• THOMAS JOSEPH McTERNAN 
• • Ed1nburcih. Scotland • • • • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
ERNtE FRED MUSSELMAN • 
• • Windsor, Ontono • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • 
HENRY MARCHAND 
• • 
I I 
Detroit, M1ch1qan 
I I 
• • • • 
• • . • 
• • CRAIGEN TOSEPH OSTER • • • 
I I Wm lsor. Ontario I I 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
I I • JOSEPH ANTHONY MASCARO I I Windsor, Ontario 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I HENRY ALFRED OUELLrnE • I I WlnJsor, Ontario 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I 
• 
e DONALD JAMES MASKlU 
• • • 
• • 
D-,1rol•. Mtchlqan 
• • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
ERNF.Sf GASTON PLANTE • • • Windsor, Ontario • • • • • • 
• • • • 
I I 
.. I I 
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--- ---
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• 
I I • AD:> VICTOR RORAI I I Windsor. On1orlo 
• • 
• • 
. • • 
• 
• • • 
• 
I I ROBERT PATRICK VENNEY • I I Windsor, Ontario 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • 
I I I I 
• JAMES GLADSTONE ROWLEY 
• L<,omlnc;lon, Onlario • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• 
I I I I 
GEORGE L!NDSA Y WEAVER • 
. • Windsor, Onlarlo • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
• ~ • • • • • • • . 0 ALFREDO EDUARDO RUIZ • • Delro1t, Michigan • I I I I 
• • • • 
• • 
. • 
• • 
JOHN ROBERT Wll.DER • • • 
I I 
Detro11, M11,hiqan 
I I 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I • FRANCJS JAW.ES SHEEHAN I I Tecumseh, Ontario 
• • • • 
• • • • 
. • • • 
I I I I DONALD FRANCIS WOODS • St. Co1horlnc·s. Onl . 
. • . • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
• 
G EDWARD GORDON VAN SLAMBROUCK 
Detroit, M1ch1gon • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
• • 
ROBERT EDW AJlD YA TES • Windsor. Ontono • • 
• . • 
• • • • 
I I I I 
PAGE NINETfEN 
- - - --- - -- - - ----
. • 
• • 
• • I 
I 
ALBERT JOSEPH Y AECK • 
• • !@I Windsor, Ontario • • 
• • 
I I 
. • 
• • 
• • 
I I 
• • 
• • 
• • I 
e GEORGE JOHN ZIMNEY !@I I I Windsor, Ontorlo 
• 
• • 
• • 
I I. 
COMMERCIAL GRADUATES 
IRVIN THOMAS FARRAH 
Windsor, Ontorlo 
EDMOND lOSEPH rORTON 
Windsor, Ontario 
GEORGE JOHN FREDERICKS 
Detroit, Michigan 
ROBERT EMMETT McGA!i: 
Windsor, Ontario 
PAG!: TWENTY 
JOHN FRANCIS MALONE 
Windsor, Ontario 
PHILIP LAWRENCE REAUME 
Windsor, Ontario 
RAYMOND LEON RENAUD 
Windsor, Ontano 
Grad Highlights 
"C'est bien fail." as ye Frenchmen would say. 
They come, and they go; and each succeeding class upholds Assumption's 
record for producing fine students. But we. the Grads of 1942-43. can honestly 
believe that we have achieved something of which we can feel proud. 
Over a fifth of this year's missions fund was contributed by the graduating 
class. Compare that to the average Grad's expenses. and it is a record 
deserving a frame. 
Their fighting years at Assumption have inspired many of this year's 
crop of veterans to join the armed forces. Some of those who have done so 
to date are: Daniel Jones. John Lilianthal, Peter Mayer. Murray Waymouth. 
These boys are graduates and friends known to us all. Many of us will 
soon be joining them and taking our part. Let's keep 'em flying. 
Something new has been added! Such innovations as the Day Scholars' 
Student Council and the Day Scholars' Smoker are new organizations that 
have sprung up during the past year. Credit for the starting of them is due 
to certain members of the graduates. The Council is similar to that of the 
Boarders. 
The French oratoricals were a great success. Peter Jansen is reputed to 
be a Frenchman incognito, and Arthur Harris is personally acquainted with 
Superman. A few of the other Grad contestants were Ernest Plante, Linus 
Bastien, and George Beaune. 
Athletics this year saw the spot-light on the Assumption senior teams. 
The football team was handicapped from the very start by the no-football 
ruling, but they made valiant efforts in the States, even defeating the strong 
Ann Arbor team. But basketball was a different story. Such players as 
Rorai. Hogan. Decraene, and Kratzmiller don't run in streaks. They, and 
their team-mates. brought the championship home to Assumption, after de-
feating Patterson in the finals. Their record of a one-defeat season is a 
tough goal for future Assumption teams. . . . The senior hockey team 
played a fine season, but lost out in the finals. 
The highlights of this year's graduating class are few, and important 
only to itself. But many can look back and say. "Those were good years". 
R. VENNEY. '43. 
PAGE TWENTY-ON!: 

FRONT ROW: J. Mahon&y: J. Wiese; J. Wellwood; R. Monforton: H. Marz: R. Britton; T. O'Rourke; N, Marenlette; ). Mulllns 
MIDDLE ROW: A. Ruiz: L. McKenzie: R. Hargreaves; H. La?lonte: f. Head: M. Ryan; W. Cherrie: H. Williams· ). B&nsette: P. Woll. 
BACK ROW: E. Jolie: J. Flood: N. Tiubert: D. Brown: A. Staley, B. Statham: M. Waymou1h: E. Forton. 
L- ------------, e --------;~-~-0-~-R A_s;_UD-EN_T_S_@j] __ I 
FIFTH YEAR 
3a 
31, 
!a 
!I, 
!c 
!d 
1a 
11, 
1c 
1cl 
GRADE EIGHT 
GRADE SEVEN 
GRADE SIX 
With the Classes 
THE CLASSROOM BUIWING 
FBONT ROW: L. Lacombe; L. Klosterman: R. KllloJre: J. Tobin; V. Pore; G. Weber; L. Sequin; M. McCorroll: V. Crowley. 
SECOND ROW: W. Boncroll; C. Pare: G. Thlber~ F. OuelleHe; R. Bxik: W. LePine: R. Poiot: D. Mor,,; J. Ferraro; ). Tracey: P. Mon• 
forton; P. Meloche. 
THIRD ROW: B. HIii: V. Long; P. o·Sheo: R. Fanning: J. Keentm: D. Pfeifer; M. Kennedy; R. Rooney: L. Donohue; W. Clarke: N. Zanini: 
G. Jolie: J. Simpson. 
IIACX ROW: M. Kazor· P. Freeman: J. Aboud: H. Trossen; W. Corey; C. Manne: J. Price; J. MacMurdle; W. Krotz: T. Beckel!: J. Collins: 
M Noonon: R. Dea: I. Chapman. 
la 
lb 
FRONT BOW: A. Wegemer; R. Gluns; L. Anderson. 
SECOND ROW: ). McCabe: J. P. Maguire: H. Hoberg: H. Langlois: K. Dufoull: R. Lucier; S. Slavik; R. Woodrow; L. Papineau: A. 
Denonville R. Wilson: L. G<,mus: R. Ducharme. 
THIJID ROW: J. Mistruzzi; J. Stnd.lond: J. Woods: D. Besterci; ). Mogulie; O. Morehond; P. White; ). Deane: T. Hennessey: T. Gallant: 
E. Faucher: I. Cipporone. 
IIACX ROW: W Holgate; P. Renaud: A. Mikita; L. Malsonvllle; A. Appleton; L. Devine: J. Neale; D. Schnockenburqer; J. Morneau: 
N. Moren1e11e; E. LoRocque; I. Wilkie: R. Meloche. 
rBONT ROW: J. Talbot: T. Murphy; J. Colegrove: A. Weber: G. G,hrlnger: P. Nonon; A. Hubbard· H. Hugh~s. 
MIDDLE BOW: A. Sulton; 0. Delong; J. Goode: W. McDermott; D. Wo!cott: T. Rice; L. Womshuis. 
BACJ[ ROW: J. McShane: P. Ass,on· 0. Fanning; J, Hellner; R. Clo,k: A. Mosack; D. Fleming: A. Davis. 
rRONT ROW: I. Ullis: P. Lotoret: ). Misener: W, Walker: M. Jorc:bn: 0. VanZieloghan. 
MIDDLE ROW: R. Amoll: R. Petersen: L. Hogan: A. Allon; J. Alexander. 
BACK ROW: R. Sorry: W. Marentl'lle; G. O'Rourke: J. Murphy: D. Kitchen: J. Kean. 
la 
lb 
2c 
FRONT ROW: R McClos«,y• H. Strasourq r F Do1on H. Bondy: R. Sern ls: L Rt,·cr::l· J. Harper J. fr win· P. furlon11 
MIDDLE ROW: ,> £maor· M. Mu1 rm / !ot funt D. Gow<.Jy· D. Renoud· T Baby L f'orrah: A Nagy· 0 Walsh: W. GJner. 
Bondy /. F'orlades: R. Bo.svenue· J. C.rgat• A. Stefani; C. Udall; L Heroerr· W. Fisher: F. Coyle; I Mot "f 
BACK ROW: 
2d 
rRONT ROW: L Bartolotll, L, Lartvrere: L. Paolatto: ?. Guay; P, Finn, G. Allen, G. Corp&nter: A. Murphy; D. Reaume. 
MIDDl!.E ROW: L. Lavallee: F. McEwan• ). Pageau· W, Johnson: ), Nanta,s: N Ne1bltl1 L. Gemus: I. Peck. 
BJlClt ROW: J lurnor: J. )onea: J. Buhlman: L. /onlas.,; D. Soulliere; P, Pray: M. Marlon; W. Brtdgom::m. 
LJ 
f'RONT ROW: Woller Taylor; E. Bannon; )as. McMahon: A. Boll. 
SECOND ROW: B. Mollloux: L. Lambert; F. Reid: ). Carr; ). Osuch: L. Uouok. G. Albert: W. Casoodden: J. Durocher: L. Benedet; J. Rob!net. 
THIRD ROW: ). Morrin: M. McLeod; P. Schiller: R. Roy: R. Frechelle; R. Byerley; J. Wmme; G. Clifford: L Bergeron: G. Dumoucbelle: 
R. Barron, E. Bisson; G. Murdock. 
BACK ROW: P. Muroun; C. NouvJon: A. Harcar; L. Sequin· G. Be~mish: C. John$on: D. Merlo: ). faqon: P. Ouellelle; R. BoutPlle: 
C. Fitzpatrick; C. Cronin: H. Marchand: E. Sh!lllday. 
FRONT ROW: A. Gosselin: R. Keane: P. Deneau: C. McIntosh: D. Morand: M. Allen: ). Mo1f'r.ie1te: L. Tracey; G. Merllhon: G. Harang, 
SECOND ROW: H. Suuon: E. Boll: ). Giqnoc; S. Luze: T. Brennan: L. MMard: W. Meriok: A. Morand: B. Gibbons; M. Pment: f. Dononvllle. 
SACK ROW: L. Trollier: G. Meloche; T. G!lliqon: G. H~nnln: T. fisher: L. Ouennev,lle; W. Khmcheck:; J. Haddow: N. Herb<?rt; P. 
Warren; H. Proulx. 
1a 
1b 
1c 
1d 
FJIONT .ROW: f finn: J. Boisverl: S. Zold: E. L'Heureux· J. Boyde. 
SECOND ROW: ~. ?o:e: M. Olaen: J. Glbbona: R. HIii: L. &zalnt: J. Dunn. 0. Moll: W. Calobntse: E. Roblta1lle: E. Ben"' 011. J, H:mis; 
R. Eansor . Beclce•1. 
THJJU) ROW: R Duby: D. Sequin; T. foley: J. Ryon· T. Meisner: R. Poquette: E. Truanl· 0. Nontois: J. M,iroon· C. Clou•,,.r: J 
M,;i D nala 
!AClt ROW: ? Boisvert; H. Reinhart: J. M0110clc: B. Johnson: V. Jolie: R. O'Connor; J. K"tls.· G. Baqgio: B. Berthiaume: P. Wamshula: 
R. I ob 
ABSENT: vv. Bartlett; W. Mat•hews: Harold 8ryd<1es. 
FJIONT ROW: Sooley: 8. Durand. T. LeBoeuf: L Renoud f. Mu.renlette: f. Batllargeon: H Pilon. 
SECOND ROW: Al. Murphy: D. Couameau· R. Burson: S. Markham: R. Cooper: R. MacDonald· H. Ma~lcenzie; R. Lonq H. J,,nnmqs· 
J. S. <1uln Bancroft: J. Halford: C. Bondy. 
THIRD ROW: N Sr. Lou1S: L Thompson; N. Paddon: L Bondy: G. Zalewski: f. McCloslcey- M. Zimney; P. Bovme; f. Nel.s<>n· R. 
G.. 'ICholf J. Ousseau: f. Pleber. 
JAClt .ROW: J. Renaud: S. Stnttavslcy; f. Pore: R. DicHt: J. Levoci:: L. Turqeon: J. Browning: P. Hume; R. Laframboise: C. Duehorme· 
R ilasti~n A. Becigneul: G. Ducharme; J. Ryan· S. OJ,,.ksilc. 
FRONT ROW: T. Dick: W. Smith: D. Mclean; I. Newmon; C. Ellis; A. Mothers; W. Keils; L Boll: D. Keller: T Dondero. 
MIDDLE ROW: J. RuedisueU: L. Klein: V Kalthoff: M. Smith; E. Agordi; R. Coe; C. Horris; D. Buck; D. Rick. 
BACK ROW: H. Gee; J. Cousino: H. Lammert: G. Kelly: T. Sibben. 
Grade 8 
Grades 6 & 7 
MIONT ROW: A. Nelson; M. Ruedisueli; P. Gorr; G. Sondergeld; R. Goldsberry; S. Walsh: f. Ho1lield; R. Vinoonl: T. Porks: Chas. Moser. 
SECOND ROW: D. Bogan; E. Sullivan: C. Bristol; P. Klebba: A. McCue; N. SchueU: A. Sarlcozy: J. McClear; R. Harris: C. Taggart. 
BACK ROW: J. McCarthy; T. Kendall: J. Pololt: F. Kearney; R. Montagne: C. Davis; R. Guga]o; R. Treppo; M. Padgett. 
ABSENT: Raymond Gagnon. 
• A CORNER OF THE CAMPUS 
• ST. MICHAEL'S HALL 
+ 
• VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
t 
Religious Activities 
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\. 
~ THE EXECUTIVE SEATED: H. Marz. Prefect; Rev. C. LeBel, C.S.B.. R. Decraene, Secretary. 
STANDING: R. Greenway, f irst Counsellor: J. Cameron, Second Counsellor. 
PAGE THIRTY-TWO 
BLESSED VIRGIN SODALITY 
THE SOOALITY HEART-Wllere all the names ol the soclolfsts hove 
been sealed s1ne@ 1870. 
_I_ 
I 
FllONT ROW: P Klobbo: R. Vincent: R. Hill: W. Kells: A. Weber: T. LeBoeul: 
M. Olsen. 
SECOND ROW: E. Bisson: W. Bancroft; C Delisle: F'. Kourney: R. O'Connor. 
THIRD ROW: D. Bes10rc1· I. Ke1ls: W. Gome,; P. Womshuls: J Mosock: P. White. 
BACK BOW: A. Rui1: W. LePlne; J. Hellner: A. Mosock; R. Clark: P. Assion. 
l@l THE ST. JOHN BOSCO CLUB 
FRONT ROW: R. Greenway, Pros1dr.nt· Mr. J. Barry. C.S.B .. Sacristan• P. K101zm1ller, 
Secr•!ary. 
SECOND ROW: H. Mol'"Z; D. Moll: W. McDerm~II; A. Hubbard· J. McClowslty, Treasurer: 
G. We!:,,,r: G. 'Zalewski. 
THIRD ROW: L. Wamshuts; J, Dunn; :. Bezalre; W, Calabrese; L. Bondy; J. Talbct 
BACK ROW: W Clarke: J. Me1colt; L DevlnG: R. Wilder: H. Marchand. 
SEATED: I ogaou; L. Lacombe· M. Ryan; Rov. C. Armatron~. C.S.B.; P NJrton· D !1iomos. 
STANDING: M. Olsen, F. Dolan· L. Ben«lot: P. Jounn: G. 0 Rourko• D. Overa: W. 1:Urnched: T leBoeu!. 
If@ KNIGHTS OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT 
If@ ST. FRANCIS XAVIER MISSION SOCIETY 
FRONT ROW: "· f"rederkka: M. Ruec1sueJ1: f. Ba1ber 
SECOND ROW: L Eansor; P. furlonc; H. Marz, J. ferrara, i 'rousurer: ). D McCall· L Turqeoa. 
BACK ROW: Charbonn&:1u, J. Ruediau.,)1: D. Fleming. G. Beamish: R. Adam: R. Greenway- R. Brillon• R Barry. 
ABSENT: n. ine. Prosldent; Mr I Mullins, C.S.B. 
SEATED: Eugene Bisson: Anthony Mosaclc, Prefec1: Rev. E. J. La1&unesse, C.S.B.; Ernesl Dragonltz, Assislanl-Prefec!: Wilham McDermoll. 
STANDING: John McShane: Palriclt Warnshuis, Secretary: Roger Barry. 
THE EXECUTIVE Ii@ 
THE HOLY ANGELS SODALITY 
THE COLLEGE CHAPEL 
PAGE. THIRTY-FIV£ 
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• ASSUMPTION PARK 
a A SOUTHWESTERN VIEW 
FROM THE BRIDGE 
• THE CHURCH GROUNDS 
Boarders• Council 
Day-Scholars• Council 
St. Michael's Literary Society 
The Camera Club 
The Radio Club 
The Debating Society 
Secular Activities 
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SEATED: Wolter Carey: Roy Decraene, Preslden~ Robert Greenway. 
STA.NDING: Thornas Slbben: Joseph Mac;11me; Patrick O'Shea. Roberl WUder: John Tr;,cey. 
I@! THE BOARDERS' COUNCIL 
I@! THE DAY-SCHOLARS' COUNCIL 
SEATED: John Wellwood: Donald Brown, Pres:dent. 
STANDING: C. F'itzpatrlclc:: Thorncxs Beckel!· John Askln: Donald Bondy. 
FRONT ROW: Joseph Dunn: John Ryan: Pahick Nonon: Patrick Warnshuls, President: Douglas Wolcott: Aloya Weber: Robert HUI. 
STANDING: John Backell: Gino Baggio: Paul Boisvert: John Jones. 
ST. MICHAEL•s LITERARY SOCIETY 1ml 
THE CAMERA CLUB ~ 
FROM LEf'T TO RIGHT: Gerald Stopper: Victor Kalthoff: Daniel Flernina: Donald Maez: Rev. L. Quinlan. C.S.B.: Patrlck Nor1on: John 
Trac:<>y: Robert Boak.. 
LEFT TO RIGHT Thomoa Slbben: Harold McKenzie; ?atriok O'Shea; Arthut Murphy; Bernard Gibbons, J. Alexander; William Kllmcheck: 
Tom Murphy; Jock Kean. 
~ THE RADIO CLUB 
~ THE DEBATING SOCIETY 
LEFT TO BIGHT: ? Deneou: T. Beckett; J, D. McCoU: J. Askin; Michael Ryon, ?resident; A. Harris; R. Venney; R. Wilder: ?. Woll. 

• AN ARTS CLASS-ROOM 
• SENIOR STUDY HALL 
,. I 
• COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 
• A SCIENCE LABORATORY 
SUPERVJSOR 
Rev U. J, Girard, C.S.B. 
Publications 
PAGE FORTY-THREE 
• HERBER"' MARZ 
Cu Ed!tor 
FAG£. FORTY FOUR 
THE CRUSADER STAFF 
e ARTHUR HARRIS 
Ech1or-tn•Ch1ef 
e DONALD BROWN 
Photography 
0 ALFREDO RUlZ 
~ .1ss Editor 
e ROBERT YENNEY 
Assistant Editor 
e )OtlN WELLWOOD 
Pho!oqrophy 
e PAUL WALL 
Sports Editor 
FRONT ROW: D. Delonq; Louis Rivord; P. Boisvert; V. Crowley; L. Boll: P. Oeneou: T. Henm,ssey: W, Colabrese. 
MIDDLE ROW: D. Moll: W. f'urlong: W. Corey: J. Askin: A. Hotrl5: Paul Woll. Assistant Ed!!or-in-Chlel: H. Ma17; J, Wellwood: D. Brown; R. Neighbour; J. Dunn. 
BACK ROW: Al. Murphy: R. McGorry; G. Zalewsky; R. Decraene; G. Carpenter: R. Barry; J. Grru>am; G. Beamish: /. Talbot: P.. Bc!svenue; E. Corney; P, Meloche: G. Cronin. 
MICHAEL J. RYAN 
Editor-in-chief 
r------- THE REPORTER STAFF'--------
PP.GE fO!il'Y -f!VE 
A Reporter Issue 
Born • IS 
Reporters scan lhe Editor's semi-monthly orders for their own 
individual assignments. 
2. Sometimes. interviews are necessary lo obtain information. 
Here James Talbo1 questions Father Thompson concerning 
some late news break. 
3. Paul Wall, Assistanl-Edilor, is consulted by the "Cub" Re 
porters about the composition of their articles. He setlles 
many a grammatical problem. 
4. Once the copy is all ln, 1he Editors ol the dlllerent depart-
ments re-arrange, re.write and type all articles concerning 
1heir own section of the REPORTER. Here we see 1he Press 
Room al deadline time. 
S. "M.!ke" Ryan. Edllor-ln.Chief of the paper. receives all lhe 
finished copy from 1he Editors of the various departments. 
He re-reads. re-checks, and sometimes eliminates. 
6. An odd momenl in the new Issue's birth, final 0.1( and 
censorship. 
7. The printer then receives the lypewrillen copy. Here we 
see Mr. A. LeBlcrnc, of SEGUIN BROS., LTD .. pulling the 
REPORTER through the l!rsl s1age of prinling The whole 
copy is "typed" on !he monotype machine, according to the 
instruclions of the Editor 
9. The perforated roll from the monolype machine is pul 
through lhe casting machine. where each individual letler is 
casl. At middle right we can see a column of lead type 
leaving the machine. 
JO. The columns of lead, fresh from the casting machine, are 
proofed by hand by one of lhe prinlers. These are the first 
impressions of lhe new iuue. 
8. Miss M. Pero, of SEGUIN BROTHERS. compares the Editors' 
lypewritlen copy wilh that of the printer·• proofa. She checks 
all prlnler'a mistakes, (as well as those of the Edilor). 
11. Once lhe mistakes are discovered. the compositor makes the 
necessary correclions by hand in lhe lead castings. Proofs 
are then made of the corrected caslingo, and then returned 
to the Edl1or, for final correction and instruclions, Two 
copies are made of theae proofs. 
12. Once the proofs arrive. lhe Editors gel buoy with the final 
proof-reading. 
13. While they read and correct, the photo department search 
the files and "cut-cabinets" for any picture or cut necessary 
lor pu.blicotlon. The R£PORTER hos a valuable collection 
of cuts. valued at SIS.OOO. 
14. While one set of proofs ia being corrected. Paul Meloche 
cuts out each individual article from o second set. 
15. These crn,cles crre crrranged by Pau I and pierced on the 
Editor's desk. where the latter Is busy malting a "dummy" 
copy of the new iaaue. 1.e., pasting and am:mging 1he 
articles In the desired place on the paper, and writing In 
the headlines. This process takes at least live hows, of 
real hard work. 
16. Once the "dummy" is completed. the REPORTER •• then 
ready for the Printer. Here we see the compositor re, 
arrcrnging the lead castings of each separate article. accord· 
Ing to the instructions on the "dummy" prepared by the 
Editor. The headlines crre put in by band. This is another 
long and careful process, which takes approximately five 
'lours. Mr. LeBlanc has been doing this work for Seguin 
Brothers for twenty.five years. 
17. Here we see the climax of fow dcrys of hard work by 
REPORTER stall and Printer. The lead forms crre ready for 
the printing press. They are being locked secwely in the 
press form, which, in a few moments will be placed In the 
printing machine. This form contcrin.s two pages of the 
April !at issue, the first and fourth page. 
18. The press rolls! The resull of long. tedious labour is printed 
In a few minutes. Wlth;n a short limo. It is folded, packed 
and delivered. 
19. Punctually delivered at 2.30 p.m. on the llrst and fifteenth of 
every month, w1th011I foil, it leaves the Pren-room Ill 
3 p.m.. where Circulation Manager Gerald Beamish dis-
trlbules it to the Class Reporters for delivery to the indivi 
duals of their respective class-rooms. 
THE ASSUMPTION 
PAGE f'ORTY ~!NE 
• THE GYM EXTERIOR 
• THE SWIMMING POOL 
• THE GYM INTERIOR 
Footl>all 
Baslcetl,all 
Hoclcey 
Swimming 
Boxing 
Handl>all 
Basel>all 
Tracie 
Athletics 
PAGE FlfTY-ONE 
PAGE ftFTY-TWO 
THE ATHLETIC STAFF 
e REV. E. YOUNG. C.S.B. 
FOOTBALL 
e REV. C. ARMSTRONG, C.S.B. 
Athletic Director 
FOOTBALL 
BASKETBALL 
BASEBALi. 
e REV D. J MUL VlHILL, C.S.B. 
FOOTBALL 
e REV, J. HANRAHAN, C.S.B. 
FOOTBALL 
BASKETBALL 
TOP ROW: D. Mon:, Holfbock: r. Comeron, Fullback: J. Ferr::iro. Ho lboc:k: H. Mor,. Hall.boc,:. 
SECOND ROW: M. Troltfer, Hallback: W. Clarke, Ouurlerback; T. Lemble, Fullback: J, Kelly, Hallback: L. Donohu<>, Ouarterbacic. 
THIRD ROW: A. Greenway, End: L. Horbert. Tackle; A. Ault, Guard: Cop1. P. Ma,er, Cenire: J, Welsh. Guard: J. Morneau. Tackle; 
P. Kralzmiller. End. 
FOURTH ROW: D. Masklll, End: F. Bloke, Toclde; R. Rooney, Guard· E. VanSlamb:rouk, Centre: J. McCabe, Guard; J. Deone, Tackle: 
P Woll. End. 
FIFTH ROW: J. Maguire, Halfbocl:; D. Woods. Tackle; J. Woods, Guord; H. Delaney, Guard: ). Flood, Guard: G. Beamish, Tackle; 
W Harrington, End. 
. /' . ~ 
SENIOR FOOTBALL 
This year's squad, though comparatively small, was none the less a good 
one. With bu1 five Raiders returning from the wars of '41, Fathers Armstrong 
and Mulvihill. hampered also by the sudden forced swit::h to the Ameri::an 
game, molded a very formidable gang of footballers. Both rival and neutral 
coaches and observers were quoted as saying that oi.::s w::rs one of the hardest 
tackling teams they had ever seen. The re~ords show th:rt in '42, /_ssumption 
was blessed with another good football learn. 
ASSUMPTION 13. St. Thomas, Ann Arbor, 12. 
ASSUMPTION 0, St. Ladislaus 0. 
ASSUMPTION 7, South Bend Catholic 20. 
ASSUMPTION 12. St. Anthony's 7. 
ASSUMPTION 14, Cranhrook 14. 
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• 
THE 
.. 
SUB-MINIM 
• 
• 
FOOTBALL 
LEAGUES 
• 
BEARS-SENIOR SUB-MINIM CHAMPIONS 
Back Row: R. Bo!svenue; R. McGarry; Mr. J. Mull!na. C.S.B.; C. 
Nouvion: J. Malone. 
Front Row: L. Major; P. Lalorel: G. Freder!dr.s; 0. Marchand· C. 
Fitzpatrick; R. Boak; L. Warnshu!s. 
Absent: Capt. B. Khmcheck; J. Cipparone; C. Davis; R. King; E. 
O'Leary. 
TEXAS-JUNIOR SUB-MINlM CHAMPIONS 
!lack Row, D. Moll: D. Renaud: Mt. H. Haiovsky. C.S.B.; E. Soucher· 
eou: P. Kennedy. 
Front Row: L. Lacombe; J. Harris: J. Murray: J. MacDonald: R. 
Semeel•; R. Ray: R. Petersen: D. Gowdy. 
MINNESOTA 
Back Row: G. GRhringer; J, McC!ear; Mr. B. Faught, C.S.B.; M. Smhh: 
L. Boll. 
Front Row: G. French; D. Riel:: R. MacGlllivray; A. Murphy; f. 
Foley, M. Olaen: L. 8ezoire. 
PAGE FIFTY-FOUR 
NOTRE DAM£ 
!lack Row: T Rice: B. Htll: Rev. f Hanrahan. C.S.B.; R. O'Connor 
V . Crowley. 
Front Row: D. Laforel; G. Gehrlnc;~r; P. Norton; J. Colegrove; P. Garr· 
F. Reid; A. Hubbard. 
ARKANSAS 
Back Row: M. McCollum T. Porks: Mr. J. Broussard, C.S.B.: E. 
Rabitaille: R. Guq!l!a. 
Front Row: J McCleor: A. Murphy; J, $.Qvole; D. Boqan; J. Browning· 
P. Hum<>; D. Sex1on. 
- - - -~-
STANDING, Rav. C. Armstrong, C.S.B.: P. Kratzmlllor: D. Johnson: A. Rorai: J. Morneau: J. Ferrara. <Manager). 
SEATED, A. Appleton; R. Greenway; Capt. R. Decraene; B. Hoqan; H. Marchand. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
WINDSOR CITY CHAMPIONS 
The record of the 1943 season tells perfectly the story of a championship 
team. The starting lineup of Rorai, Hogan, Johnson, Krat.zmiller, and Decraene 
could easily be the All-City team of the W.S.S.A. 
Assumption 39. Sandwich 11. 
Assumption 23, Patterson 17. 
Assumption 35, Kennedy 18. 
Assumption 16. Walkerville 15. 
Assumption 34, Vocational 14. 
Assumption 22, Patterson 19. 
Assumption 33, Sandwich 15. 
Assumption 18, Patterson 29. 
Assumption 28, Kennedy 21. 
Assumption 45, Walkerville 18. 
Assumption 33. Vocational 19. 
PLAYOFFS 
Assumption 23, Patterson 16. 
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FRONT ROW: W, Eansor L. Farrah, (Capt.); Mr. J, Moynihan, C.S.B., CCoachi: E. Bi.son; G. O'Rourke. 
BACK ROW: V. Clarke, (Manager); D. Clark: B. Bridgeman: W, Fisher; H. Harcar· G. Carpenter: B. Charbonneau. ABSENT: D. Delong. 
!@I JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
!@I SENIOR BASEBALL 
FRONT ROW: B. MacFadden: D. Mooklll: B. Greenway; P. KratzmUler: R. Decraene: H. Marchand: D. Woods. 
BACK ROW: Fr. C. J. Armstrong, C.S.B., (Coach): ). Moumeau: J. Woods: R. Montforton: J. Meloche: R. Adam: R. Rooney: B. Hepworth: 
D. Nanry, CManager). 
SEN IOR 
SUB-MINIM 
ALL-STARS 
~---->-
BOARDER BASKETBALL LEAGUES 
SENIOR SUB-MJNIM ALL.STARS 
Back Row: L. McMahon: C. Dellsle: A Hub-
bord: C. Hughes; G. Zalewski. 
Front Row: Tom Ric:e: Capt. J. Colegrove: A. 
Ball RE-v f. Hanrohon, C.S.B. 
JUNIOR SUB-MINIM AI.L-STARS 
Back Row. W Smith: J. Rohens: M Padgett: 
D. Moll· R. O'Connor. 
Front Row: A. McCue; J. Glbb<ns: Capt. J. 
Dunn: G. G;:,hrlnger: L. Ball: Rev. ;. Han-
rahan, C.S.B. 
JUNIOR 
SUB-MINIM 
ALL-STARS 
Ii 
NAVY (SENIOR SUB.MJN!MJ ARMY (SENIOR SUB-MINIM) COMMANDOS (SENIOR SUB.MINIM) 
Wt to Right: T. Dick T Rice: H. Hughes: R. 
GuqoJo, Cap1.; W. Gomer: J. Colegrove; 
Wr L McGrody, C.S.B. 
MARINES (SENIOR SUB-MJNIM) 
1,1, to Bight: Mr. L. B,ezlk. C.S.B., R. Mac-
· ionold; L. McMahon: J. Ousseau: Cop1. G. 
ZalowskJ: P. Hume; ?. Treppa: E. O'Leary, 
Left to Bight: Mr. R. F'inn, C.S.B.: I Mosock: 
A. Bulton; L. Wornshuls; M. Jordan; C. 
Davis; L. Bondy. 
Kneeling: Copl. A. Ball. 
WOLVERINES (JUNIOR SUB-MINIM) 
Lefl to Right: L Klein: A Weoor· Cop! J 
Robens (with ball): J. Keila; A. McCue; 
f. Newman. 
Lef1 to Right: H. Reinhart; C. Delisle· E. Agardi; 
:::c,p, A. Hubbard: R. Guetscho!I; G. 
Webar. S. Brennon: Mr. R. Janiss<>, C.S.B. 
RAMBLERS (JUNIOR SUB,MINlM) 
Lelt to Right: Mr J Dubois, C:.S.B.. D. Moll: 
'I.. Colabrese; Cap1. G. G<!hring~r; D. 
Wolcoll L. Boll: J. Dunn. 
Abunt: Mr. J, Broussard, C.S.B. 
EAGLES (JUNIOR SUB-MINIM) GLOBE TROTTERS (JUNIOR SUB-MINIM) 
left to Right: A. Mothers: J. Gibbons; Capt. 
Morgon Smtih: F. Kearney; M. McCallum. 
Absent: Mr. D. Cooper, C.S.B. 
Left to Rlghl: J. Boncro!t; R. Htll: P. Norton: 
D. Bogan: J. Goode; Capt. F. O'Connor; 
W. Smith: W. Kells; M. Olsen: Mr. R. 
Jonlsse, C.S.B. 
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JUNIOR 
ALL-STARS 
DAY-SCHOLAR BASKETBALL 
JUNIOR SOB-MlNIM ALL.STABS 
Back Row: Rev C. Armatronq, C.S.8.; B. 
Johnson: H. fennlnqs; V. Jolla; L. Lacombe. 
Front llow: . Couslne;Ju; L. -r.Jc;<>y: J. Brown, 
.ng: E. Bannon. 
StNlOR SUB-MINIM AI.J..STARS 
Back Bow: J Cergel: f McEwan: Rev. C. 
Armstrong, C.S.B.. R. Baisvenue: J. 
fotlades. 
Front Bow: P. Kennedy, 0. Gowdy; E. Rohl• 
lallle· f. Reid. 
SENIOR 
SUB-MINIM 
ALL- STARS 
IOMBERS FIGHTERS HURRICANES 
N. Herben; L. Laevmbe: M McCarroll, 
L. S&gu1n: R. Boutelle. 
SUBMARINES 
T. Mas,-ner• I O.ucn: I W1ume: J. Byer!P.y; 
E Bannon. 
L. Hebert; J. Gignac: f. McEwan: L. S...nedei: 
P. Kennedy; G. Baggio: J. Murray. 
DESTROYERS 
T foley; f. Pa ,wr: L racey· f. Bolllarqeon, 
P. Deneau. 
MINIM BASKETBALL 
D. Renaud· 0 Gowdy D, Sexl<>n: J, C.:.~ 
E. Robitaille; f Read. 
CRUISERS 
B. Johnson· D. c,ualn•,au C. Ellis; S. Zo!J 
V. Jolie. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. J Mullins. ::.S.8., (Cooch); D. Maski!!· J. Cam"ron, (CapL): W. Bancroh; J. Maguire· J. Ferrara: A. Staley, W. 
~ ,:, JohnSlln· D. Marz T. MacTeman· L. Don,;hue. 
FRONT BOW, S. Statham; D. Schnelcenburqer: J. Renaud: W. Clorlc: L. Coulter. 
I AClt JIOW: L Gemus; C. Nouv!on; P. Montforton; W. Cherrie; R. Montforton: R. Adom. (Copl.): P. Woll: R. Rooney, (Monoqer). 
ABSENT: R. MacF'odden: J. Hannan; J. F'orbes 
SENIOR HOCKEY 
The nineteen forty-three edition of Purple lee Warriors was one of the 
finest ever to represent the school. During the regular season they won five 
games, and went down to defeat but once, counteracting this blot by turning 
the tables against W alkerville in their second meeting. Finishing first in the 
standings, our boys were given an excellent chance to cop the City Cham· 
pionshlp. Although they put up a fight all the way, they were defeated in 
two straight games, by an apparently stronger and smoother Walkerville 
team. in the play-offs. Led by Captain Ray Adam, and such stalwarts as 
Bill Clark and Bob McFadden, the Seniors always gave their supporters 
plenty to cheer about, and it c.ID never be said that they quit trying. 
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PACE SIXTY 
FRONT ROW: Rice; H. Jenninqs W, Bancroft: D. Clor~. 
BACK ROW: ~ ·anntno· J. Wellwood· A lnQ rsoll· P. Hum&; G. Murdock· J. Com rcn· f. Blake; D. Brown• J. B oke, (Cnpt.l. 
SWIMMING TEAM 
In its two meets during the past season our team showed up very well. 
The first was a dual affair in which Kennedy fell by the wayside. In the 
second, the annual W.S.S.A. outing, the boys finished in 2nd place. Firsts 
were posted by Jim Blake, in the 200 yard free style, and both Junior and 
Senior Relay teams. Seconds were won by "Zip" Cameron, in the 40 yard 
1ree style, Jim Blake in the 100 yard free style, and the ninth grade relay. 
FRONT ROW: I F'errwa: M, Jodon: W. Clark: L WamahuJs. 
BACK ROW: G. Beamish. (Manager): D. Maskill: P. O'Shea: J. Comeron: R. Harqreaves: J. McCaoo; D. Foutnelle, (Manager). 
ABSENT: B. HI!.: J. Gibbons: J. Goode: L Tr<iiey; E. Hogon: J, Buckley. 
BOXING TEAM 
The Boxing team had a rather tough season, winning but one out of 
three meets. Th.is victory was over Catholic Central. from whom we took 
five out of nine bouts. Next year we should have a team that will put on 
a litUe better showing with such excellent pugilists as Jack McCabe, Joe 
Ferrara, Norm Herbert. Dick Tracey and others forming the backbone. We 
hope then to win three for three. 
P.AGt: SIXTY-ONE 
CHEER LEADERS 
BOB NEIGHBOUR BILL FURLONG 
CADETS ON THE MARCH 
PACE: SIXTY-TWO 
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Names and Addresses of 1943 Graduates 
Raymond Paul Adam 
950 Parenl Avenue 
Wtndso,, Ontario 
Joseph Louis Arpin 
381 Porllngton Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
John Salter Askin 
463 Askin Bo.ilevard 
Windsor, Ontario 
Donald Edward A~ln 
Lake Shor<' Rood 
Learnlng1on. On1arlc 
George Edward Beaune 
825 Belle Isle Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Kenne1h Russell Berthlaum9 
1559 Pillette Rood 
Sandwich East, Ontario 
fronds Po1r!clc Blake 
57$ Lodge Drive 
Detroit. Michigan 
Jomes Francis Bloke 
575 Lodge Drive 
Detroit, Michigan 
Dorl Ernest Bondy 
1359 Pierre Avenue 
Windsor, Ontono 
Geoffrey Fron~is Calnen 
449 Partington A venue 
','l1ndsor, Ontario 
John Joseph Cameron 
18634 Mulrland A venue 
Detroit, Michigan 
Jomes Edward Camey 
452 Phi Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Robert Thomas Chouvin 
939 Tuscorora S1reet 
Windsor, Ontario 
Harvey Arnold Christle 
1218 Windsor Avenue 
Wmdsor, Ontario 
William Gordon Carle 
1616 Ouellette Avenue 
Wmdsor. Ontario 
Walter Joseph Colaulll 
2382 Porkwoocl Avo:-nue 
Windsor. Ontario 
Raymond Rober& Oecroeni. 
10902 East Warren Avenue 
Detroll, Michigan 
Robert An1hony Ferron 
1077 Ouellett" Avenue 
Wmdsor, Ontario 
Garry Thomas Fortune 
394 Pine $!reel 
Windsor, On1arlo 
Donald Harris Fournelle 
25 Ford Boulevard 
Riverside, Ontario 
Louis Thomas freeman 
3148 Donnelly Str""t 
Windsor Ontario 
William Bernard Furlong 
1575 Ouellette Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Jerome Froncls Gibbons 
8798 Morley Avenu<> 
Detroit, Michigan 
Arthur Jomes Gosselin 
769 Partington Avenue 
Windsor, Ontorlo 
John Rowcliffe Graham 
1326 Lincoln Rood 
Windsor. Ontario 
Gino Virglnlo Grossi 
958 Bndga Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Rohan William Greenway 
9172 Harvard Rood 
Detroit, Michigan 
John Leo Hcrnnon 
3391 Sandwich Stroet West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Arthur Browne Horris 
48 JP.llerson Boulevard 
Riverside, Ontario 
Charles Jeremiah Healy 
;,70 Arden Pork 
De1roil, Michigan 
Bernard Wilfred Hogan 
1476 Gladstone Avenwt 
Windsor, Ontario 
James Thomas Hollerhead 
762 Bridge Avenue 
W1ndsor, Ontario 
Albert Eugene Ingersoll 
3386 Scovel Place 
Detroit, Michigan 
John Donald Johnson 
829 Lakewood A venue 
De1roll, Michigan 
Peter Morla fansen 
690 Campbell Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Raymond Ntchol:::s Krrvona:;h 
Poquette, Ontario 
George Philip Krotzmiller 
113 North Ingalls 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Joseph Donald Lacroix 
1328 Church Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Eugene Armand Lamb&rt 
256 Jellerson Bouhtvcrrd 
Riverside, Ontario 
Omer Gerard Lamothe 
873 Lawrence Rood 
Windsor, Ontcrrlo 
Peter Edward L Heureux 
1672 Victoria Avenue 
W!ndsor, Ontario 
John Donald McAlpine 
430 Clinton Sueet 
Windsor, Ontario 
Wtlllam Fron=is McAuhlfe 
93 Bold Street 
Welland, Ontorto 
John Duncan McCol. 
552 Sunset A venue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Robert Thomsorr McFadaen 
River Conard, Ont:,rio 
PACE SIXTY-THREE 
Thomas Joseph McTeman 
2 Wesl Pllton Garde::is 
Edinburgh, Scotland 
Honry Marc:hund 
13906 Mad< A venue 
Detroll. Michigan 
Joseph An1hony Mosca,o 
1348 Heward Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Donold Jame$ Moskill 
258 Rlver.;ldn Drive 
Detroll Michigan 
Joseph Ernest Meloche 
McGregor, Ontario 
Emto Fred Musselman 
5 Healy Street 
Windso.r, Ontano 
Robert Donald Neighbour 
2224 Howard A venue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Craigen Joseph Oster 
1581 Arthu, Road 
Windsor, On1arlo 
Henry Alfred Ouellem, 
235 Drouillard Road 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ernest Goston Plante 
1191 Hickory Rood 
Windsor, On•arto 
Ado V1c1or Rorol 
1841 Moy Avenue 
'lltndsor, Ontono 
~ A VIBW FROM THE CAMPUS 
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Jomes G!ads1one Rowley 
L=mlnglon, On1arlo 
AUredo Ed1.11uao RuL-
2701 Fenkell Av&nuo 
Delroll, Michlgcm 
Francis James Sheehan 
202 Lesperance Road 
Tecumseh, Ontario 
Edward Gordon VonSlombrouclt 
8125 Centro! Avenue 
Do:roll, Michigan 
Roben Palnck Vannoy 
032 Bruce Avenue 
Nmdsor, Ontario 
Georq<> Undsay Weaver 
1490 Dougall Avenue 
Wtndsor, Ontario 
Jonn Robert Wilder 
4347 Tyler Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 
Donald Francis Woods 
20 Y oles Streel 
St. Calharin.,s, Ontario 
Alben Joseph Yaeclc 
3431 Peter Srreel 
,Vlndsor. On1ono 
Rober! Edward Yates 
790 Moy Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
George John Zimney 
747 Brock Street 
'Nindsor, Ontario 
Commercial 
Graduates 
lrvm Thomas F'anoh 
1074 Tuscarora Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Edmond Joseph fonon 
628 Pierre Avenue 
Windsor, On1orio 
Georgo John F'redoricks 
19363 Lucerne Drive 
Detroit, Mlch19an 
Robert Emmett McGorry 
715 Porttng1on Avenue 
Windsor Ontario 
John fronds Malone 
3116 Wyandolte Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phllip Lawrence Reaume 
791 Marenlette Avenue 
Windsor, Oniarlo 
Raymond Leon Renaud 
675 Parent Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Gordon J<>rome St. Pierre 
1064 Hall Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
- - - -
THE ADM!NlSTRATlON BUlLDING 
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• MAIN ENTRANCE 
CLASS-ROOM BUILDlNG 
• MAIN FLOOR 
CLASS-ROOM BUILDlNG 
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A. M. D. G. 
THE 
CAECILIAN 
• • • • of nineteen hundred 
and forty-three • • • • published 
by the members of 
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND 

CAECILIA 
oness of Music 
FOREWORD 
A BAND MAY WELL SYMBOLIZE SOCIETY! 
It is a good or bad Band if the musicians of that Band give true or false 
renditions of the score they are attempting to play. Society, too, is good or 
bad, if the individuals of that society harmonize with each other in the great 
Score of Life. 
The Music of society to-day is cacophonous. Hate and Pride and Dis-
obedience have produced War and Tragedy and Death. Men have refused 
to play the score as written and all are out of tune. Surely the present discord 
will lead to disgust and disgust will lead to humility. and humility to the 
great truth that: 
Christ is the Great Composer; the Church is the Conductor infallible, and 
men, the musicians. faithful to the score and obedient lo the Conductor, will 
produce a marvellous harmony of love, self-sacrifice and co-operation. Then 
will be heard on earth the Music of the City of God! 
Underlying the cultural. social and musical benefits that come to us from 
the hard work and faithful practice necessary to produce good music, we of 
the High School Band like to think of ourselves as the symbol of the profound 
truths stated above. 
Under the patronage of ~I. Caecilia, whose intercession we invoke. may 
the history of the Assumption College Band continue to grow richer with 
each new year. 
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PACI: SEVENTY 
PATRONS 
a MR. AND MRS. HARRY BABY 
W1J1dsor, Ootono 
a MR. AND MRS. WM. BALDOCK 
Windaor. Ontono 
a DR ANO MRS. ERNEST BEUGLET 
Windsor. Ontario 
a CANADA SALVAGE COMPANY 
Windsor, Ontario 
a MR. AND MRS. L. J. GLUNS 
Wlndsor, Ontario 
a MRS. EUGENE A. GONTHIER 
Gro1H Point Pork. Mlchlgon 
a MRS. FRANCES HILL 
Detroit, Mi.c:higoo 
a MR. AND MRS. T. C. HOLGATE 
Windsor. Ontario 
a MR. AND MRS. ARMAND J. JANISSE 
Windsor. Ontario 
a MR. ANO MRS. M. JORDAN 
Lake Orion. Michigan 
• MRS. AGNES E. KErLS 
De1rolt. Mlclllgoo 
a MR. AND MRS. M. A. IC£NN£DY 
Oetroll, Michigan 
JI MR. AND MRS. REM! J. MELOCHE 
W inclaor. Ontario 
• MR. AND MRS. ERWIN MABGERM 
Windsor Ontario 
~ MR. AND MRS. HUGH J. O'NEIL 
Detroit, Michigan 
!I DR AND MRS. A. C. Pf'Err£R 
Mt Morris, Michigoo 
a MAYOR ARTHUR 
Windsor, Ontatlo 
a MRS. M E. RENAUD 
Cln Memoriam) 
a REV. J. A. ROONEY 
Windsor. Ontario 
,a REV. LEO J. TRESE 
Melvlndale, Michigan 
REAUME 
a MR. FRANX A. WEBER 
Detroit. Michigan 
a REV F P. WHITE 
Wi.ndaor OntOTiO 
a MR AND MRS. J E. WILDER 
Detroit, Mlch1gon 
a DR. AND MRS. E. C. YOUNG 
Riveralde. Ontario 
Band Alumni in the Armed Forces 
R.C.A.F. 
Leonard Baldock '38-'43 
P.O. Claire Bassett '40 
Cyril Beoudetle '40·'4 I 
Fred Beaudoin 40 
Robert Brown '40 
Frook Collln1 '40 
&ruce Curry 'H 
P.O. Jock Honi5 '40 
Alan Johneton '42 
Flt. Sgt. Thomae Johnaton '38-'40 
Nicholas Russo '38 
Flt. Sgt. A. Cameron Thompson '39 
Flt. Sqt Ru11ill Wright '40 
Norvol Wyse '39-'40 
U.S. MARINES 
Archie McPherson '40 
W1lllam Winters '39 
CANADIAN NAVY 
John Killop '41 
Howard Poddon '40.'42 
Petly Officer Ed Poluon ·39 
U.S. ARMY 
Paul Borrell '39 
Roger Brulez '40 
Clo,ence Heulelder '39 
F,onk Kiernan '39 
Warren Tobin '39 
Wtlllom R. Walah •39. '40 
U.S. COAST GUARDS 
Guard Forget '39 
CANADIAN ARMY 
Robert De Re '39 
Roland La Chapelle '39 
Odillio Nodoli.n '39 
Gnr. Alu Wol1on '39 
Richard WIikins '39 
U.S. NAVY 
Maurice Foley '43 
William McSweeney '41 
II ,l. JJ 
F.B (AVJ>OI N ,l. 1J C .THO'IPSON 
CAN A ...... )I RCAF. N N 
-
I) JAJ:K HAJRIS- RC.A.F: I 
l. B ALl>OCK- RC.A.F. 
1 
9 
3 
9 
FRONT ROW: Prof. Sabia; G. forget: l. Baldock; 0. Nodalln; I. Truant; F. Abaldo: W. Tobin; W. Can: D. Brown; T, Gates; C. Curry; C. Heuleldei 
(Mgr.l: W. Winters !Orum Ma1or). 
SECOND ROW: E. Seewald: P. Barrett: R. WIikins: W. Walsh: f. Kiernan: C. Gaorgi: N. Wyse; E. Poisson1 L. Chadwick 
THIRD ROW: D. Vlau; E. Grody: R. Decraene: T. Johnston; R. De Re: l. Groy; A. Watson. 
ABSENT: W, Burke; R. Moder; Cameron Thompso:i: A. Archaumboult; R. loChapell&. 
THE STORY OF A FIVE YEAR OLD BAND 
[@] 
In t 866, a Band of s:>ldiers was bllletted in the old 
wing of Assumption College which served at that time 
as a barracks. Needless to say ii was a noisy place 
with the clicking of heels. the pounding of feet. the 
thumpu,g of rifles and the barking of comma:,ds. 
In 1938, the same old bwlding experienced an 
invasion from c;m equally noisy band of boys. led by a 
little fellow wltb a determined look in hls eye. Day 
alter day. strange sounds were "enl forth from 1hal 
building, which were akin lo a CToss between a dog 
an,d caJ flght. the Hermit's Cave and a pep rally. 
Our Band history dates from this tempestuous and 
discordant beginning. Under the direction of that 
same little fellow. Professor Sabia. by name, and aided 
and abetted by F'r. Frank Burns. the seeds of the 
presen1 Assllmplion Band were carefully sown 
ceedings with our music:. 
The outstanding events of the year proved to be 
the seco:1d Annual Merry-Ga-Rollnd with fack Harris 
in the role of Master of Ceremonies; the Concert of 
St. Patrick's Day at St. Mary's Academy and the send-
ing of four soloists to Aon A.rbor. Norval Wyse's 
success in winning a gold medal gave great Impetus 
to the &and. 
1941 Graduation and the call to a;:ns ha:i ma~ 
heavy inroads into the ranks of the Band and the pros-
pects for ·40.·41 were not very bright. A Band summer 
school. however. directed by Prof. Sabia produced a 
wmmng combmation. On their first appearance at tho 
fireman's held day they tasted victory Head2d by 
our S twirling Drum Majors, they marched and played 
like veterans, and were rolllldly applauded along the 
route of parade, and in front of the Grandstand at 
Jackson Park. 
1939 In 1939 a practice room was provided, storage 
lockers were bulll. new music and a complete set of 
uniforms were purchased and l!nally the f;and started 
In to attack # 17 in the Blue book with a vengeanc3 
which allgured well for the future. Willie Winters as 
O\lC first Drum Ma1or and Felix Abaldo os Bass Drummer 
proved to be the 1inds of the season. 
FR. f. BURNS. C.S.B. 
With the coming al the football season, the Bond 
a:ided to its popularify by its display of intricate 
formations and marching at the games Despite the 
loss of our two Senior Drum Majors, the now well-Follllder 
Our first pllblic appearance came in December of 
'39 al the First Merry-Go-Round. This proved to be a 
highly delightful programme and definitely established the Band in 
our school. 
We had played al several football games prior 10 this but had 
made no attempt as yet to march, 
The season was brought to a close by a Band Concert coiled the 
Music Box Review and featured many celebrities. 'Bill Burke, that 
wizard of the keys. at 1he Hammond Organ, and Val Clare, our 
Honorary Director, as Master of ceremonies. starred. 
1940 As few of the boys returned to school in the fall, it was 
necessary to look around for recruits to rebllild the Band. Though 
lacking in experience the new members made up for it by their 
enthusiasm and consistent efforts. Jack Harris and Larry Miner. the 
long and short of ii, filled the role of Drllffl Majors left vacant by 
Willie Winters' graduation. They not only led the Band but kept 
them in good spirits by their antics. 
Dllring the basketball and football games we enlivened the pro-
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k:iown trio of Bob Gluns, Francis Pare, and Don 
Cousineau rose to the occasion and even surpassed 
Lheit predecessors with their held tactics and twirling. 
Theit line work was praised by the press on several occas,ons. 
Alter Christmas the Band played for the basketball games. featuring 
the songs of our opponents, and giving a stirring performance at each 
oppearance. 
Other !eatllre appeaTances of the Band were the War Savings 
Drive Parade; graduation exercises in Amherstburg; the college radio 
programme and the ··splUire·· Parade on May 21st in aid of Britain. 
The three outstanding performances of the Band during the Concerl 
season were the Annual Merry,Go-Rollnd. held on March 17th, their 
performance In the Musical Festival at Sarnia, on May 9th. and al 
Waterloo. 
The programme offered by the Band on the occasion of our Third 
Annual Merry-Go-Round was a revelation to many of the au:liencs. 
In May the Land went to Sarnia to compete in !ls first Muaic 
Festival. Though pitted against two of the best Bands in Ontario, the 
Inspired performance of our boys gained them a mark of 80 points. 
TH E C AE C I L IAN 
be1ng nosed out of hial ploc:e by o:ie pol:,t by Leam• 
lngton'a Boys Band 
This only proved lo be a warm up lor greater things 
to come. Wtth the alogan, "Waterloo! HERE WE COME" 
the boys set out to avenge the set back and did eo in 
a moat conv,nc,ng way. 
The Band gainod top bonora In competition w,th 
other 1uvenile units trom aU parta ol Western Ontario 
at the Waterloo Mualcol Society Feattval on June 28th, 
1941, A crowd of eome lilly thousand people hned 
the main alteet to vlow the parade which high-lighted 
the talloo ond pageant In the evening while approxi-
ma:ely twelve thou110nd people attended the leatlval. 
The event was indeed the meat colorful In the Band'a 
history 
benefit of the H,gh School and College atudenta wblch 
waa well received. Alter Chrlatmaa the band atarted 
,n once more by rnokmg on appearance at tho Chriahan 
Culture Award Presentatio:i on January 24th, To Mr. 
Phlhp Murray, President of tho C.1.0. and receiver of the 
award. the band dedicated a rousing number entilled 
"The March of The Steel Mon" Our next conc•rt was 
given on St. Pat11ck's Day In the School Gymnasium 
and featured the Introduction of a sextet ol aingna com-
poaed of Bob Hill. Albert Sarkozy. Josaph Duan. Donald 
Moll. Ray Vincent. and Joseph Coopar, Thoir perform 
once was greeted with hearty cheer• and applause 
by all the 1tuden11. 
1942 Wit'i re-oneni~g ol tho Fall term come our 
momet'I of glory When on the nig'>t of November 26th 
Prof. C. F. Thiele of Waterloo. Presi:lent of the Ca,a:liaa 
Bandma.a!ers Aasoc:1allon and Director of the Waterloo 
Band presented us w11h the ah1ny now trophy which 
we had won, and each of the bend members received 
a gold medal from the Festival and the school, In his 
oddreaa to the boya Pro! Thiele predicted great things 
FR. C. F HARRISON, C.S B 
Supervisor 
Our 1943 llond 1a perhapa the beat organization to 
date, considered 1ndividually. Four of our bcya were 
represented in tho Wayne Un1vers1ty Summer School 
Band last summer Tony Baby woo •tudy1ng per, 
cu,aion; Bob WIider, lhe 8011; Raymond Meloche, the 
Trombone; Claude Clouthier, lho Saxophone. Later in 
the yeat. Bob and Claude, along with Joe Stefani and 
Tom GotH. were selected as members of the Dettoll 
All-City Htgh School Band This Band played to a 
packed house at the Ma.aonic Auditorium on March 23rd. 
for tho band. On 1h11 1ame occa11on Mr, Frank Muc, 
lntyre, one of Aaaumphon's moal noted and most 
beloved alumni and Presidenl of the class of '96, pres9nted the band 
with his trumpet. ··10 be played by eome fellow In the band as long 
aa he had breath enough to blow It" 
Orher activities of 1942 in which the band took part were the Annual 
Fireman'• Field Day, the Smokes Fund Parade, a Rad Cross Parado in 
Amheratburg, Iha Hotel Oieu Graduation Exercises, rhe Glengorda 
Guild Dinner and all lhe Football and Ba1ketboll games. Al the 
Baake1ball games 1he illuminated d,aplaya. a recent lrinovahon, won 
much lavorable comment from the fans 
On June 22nd the Band enjoyed Ila hrst Moonlight sponsored by the 
Parents' Auxiliary, and played on board 1hlp. Despite ,nclem:mt 
wealher It proved to be a very popular and oucceaalul venture and a 
credit to our parenta. 
On July 3rd. 1942. the Band took part ,n the Leaming1on Band 
Taltoo. With their cops and inatrumenta ablaze with multi-colored hghla, 
the boys treated the overflow crowd 10 an illuminated patriotic tableau 
of an international Uovor, wh.ich stole the show and gained lo, them-
selvea 1hunderou1 applause. 
In Augual 1942. Robert Gluna. our dim1nu11ve Orum Major. was 
cho1<1n to represent our Band and Canado at the Chicogoland Muaic 
Feottval. Before a crowd of one hundred thousand people Bob pul 
on a performance which would have done aedtl to any proltt11onal 
and which oleo brought honor and d,.hnclion to the Band. This Is a 
leal o f which Bob may be jually proud as he has only been twirling 
a baton for three year•. 
1943 With the relurn ol the football season the band ttavellad with 
the ream to Hamtramck ,n De1ro1t to play and march at the St. 
S1an1alauo game. The curtailmenl of the local football league gave t!ie 
1943 Banc! an opporlunlty lo atreo1 concert work 
Prior lo the Christmas holidaya the band gave a concert for the 
With the idea of streaa,ng 1010 work. twelve entriea 
were made In the Niagara Falls Music Feallvol As a 
preparation for thla event two Concer:s were held; one at St, Alphonsus 
Holl and the other in our own Gymnasium. Both proqrammea were 
excellent and featured solos by vanoua Band members At our final 
programme. which was in the form of o Student recital, Mr. Roy M. 
Miller, assistant Oireclor of lhe Wayne Univoralty Bonda and a good 
friend of ours. judged the vanoua contestants. Those who played were 
Joaeph Stefani, John Benaette, Cyril Udall. Raymond Meloche. Charles 
Bondy, Nimo Zon,ni. Claude Clouber, Robert Wilder. Bernard Hill, 
James Collins. Alben Gallant and Marshall Jordon, and they hnisbed 
1n lhe abcve order. The lirot two, the lucky winners. had oil expense• 
paid to represent the Band at the Falls. Cyril Udall woo sent by the 
Land members and also Bob WIider. They were accompanied on the 
trip by Father Harrison and Mro. Leach. our accompamat. Joe and John 
placed second highest In markt amo:igst all conteatanll and each won 
a gold medal and placed lirs1 In their own clau. Bob and Cy did 
likewise. 
It was unfortunate that all could not make the trip oa we would 
have had lwelve gold medal• instead cf !cur :0 our credit. 
Their line showing waa In no small measure due to the excellent 
work of Mrs Leac.'t who accompanied them at the piano. 
Alter the Niagara Festival, the Band played o programme m con• 
junctaon with the Student Rally at I.C.C. Hall and later for our own 
student body i:, connection with lhe MiuioM. 
We have been recently working out at the drills with the Air 
Cadeta which we plan to loin very soon a, their olhcial Band Our 
appearance al Graduation exercises will 1:kely conclude on unusual 
bur auccesslul aea•on unless we are able to accept an inv1tation 10 
play In Leaminglon on July 3rd. 
That about tells the story of our snappy little group aince ita 
beginning Many cha:iges have laken place and many new ideas 
hove been Introduced to belier our organlzallona. 
An lrinovollo:i of the past year has been the prayer reclled each 
FRONT ROW: T Coros; L. Baldock: R. Bnlton: R. Decraene; A G 11lon1; E. Luciano: Pro!. D. P. Sabia (Dir@CIOr): R. Greenway; H. Bol:on: C. Beaudette; 
l Cf ,dwick R. Mader: R. Brown. 
SECOND BOW: ""lrum Major J. Horris: R. Hearns; R. Moons: N. Thu,ert: F. Beoudoln; J Braun; R, Woteon: Huqh Bandy: J. Bensettc: C. Bassel!; 
.~ .., · . Keane· F. Colllna; R. Wilder, Junior Drum Mo or L Miner 
THIRD ROW: "'· Oulralne: R. Leonard (Mgr.~ I Ullls· A. McPherson; G. 0 Reilly, H. Paddon• T Johnston: N. Wyse; J. Womer: A Ingersoll: 
J. Maacoro. 
ABSENT: R. BrulE'z. 
1 
9 
4 
0 
- 1941 
SEATED. LEFT TO RIGHT: L. Baldock: N, Zanini: ). Bntion• J Prie<1; D. Co;1~h111u: Prof Sabia, f.R.C.M., D1rect~r: R. Gluns: f r. C. f. H,llllson 
(Mwarolorl: f Par , D. Pf.,tfttr; E. F'uu;her; C. Beoud&tto: P. Mullln: L. Chadwick. 
SECOND ROW: E. Princ,e; C. Pare; L Jani8'!e: W. McSweeney (ma nager); N. 1hlberl: J. Killop; H. Padden: L. Miner: R. Watson: J. Ben.sett•: R. 
Meloche J. Mullin: f. Berq sma· R. Wilder: J. Ma lone. 
THIRD ROW: "':. Cloulier: T Gallant: A. Naqy; D. Brunc:cc.o: A. Gallon!; A St8bn1: C. Uda ll: J, M,,scaro: f. Valche: C. Bondy; ). S1ef:m l. 
ABSENT: A L!lrances ~: T. Ga t<.>s; W. Hol;ote; R. Brlnlo: R. B1own; B. Curry. 
The Grads 
~ 
With the coming of Spring, we realize that the year la loll drawing 
to the close and that G,aduotion with Its llonors and sorrows la neQI 
at hand. The Bond Is indeed fortunate 01 well as unfortunate to h<rve 
two of lt1 member• among the graduatea of 1943. 
We are fortunate by reoaon of the honor that It brings. 
and unlorluna to In the foci th.at It mo<rn1 the parllng 
of the way, and lbe loos of two of our valued members 
Bob Wilder. our able Basa player and loyal member 
of our organization, will line up with Uncle Sam'a force• 
at the completion of the term. Bob has been our 
Secretary durlng the past year and a hall and haa 
Wied his posl well . H.is record of loyalty, enthusiasm. 
dependability and whole-hearted support of the Band 
I• one that might well be emulated and will make It 
very difllcull to replace him. In thoae seine prayers 
which he led each day at practice, and which were 
said tor all our former Band mombers. especially those 
boys in lhe armed services, he will have o very 
1peciol place when ho leaves our midst 
Joe Mascaro, our number one horn player, who 
hos been lrying for the paat lour years to puah thou 
unruly notes around the bend In his horn, wUI also 
don the cop and gown 10 receive his diploma In June. 
CongratulaUon1 lo you and may you alto! :t every 
aucceaa In your chosen walk in life . It 11 our hopa 
that the Christion Ideal of Ille. which should be Iha 
model ol every member of our Bocd, m:,y ba the 
guiding slar of your lives. the Graduates of ·~3, a:1d 
may God bleaa you 
Our Alumni in the Armed Forces 
!@I 
War with Ill tragedy, aufferlng and bloodahed. has spread over the 
lace of the eorth ond affecled the lives of millions. The Allied forces 
are locked In a death struggle on the far-flung bottle fronts of the 
world to turn back the hordoa that seek to rob us ol 
ell thot free notlona cheri1h and eateem 
At a time such as this. our country locks to 111 
c,ti:zeu lo unite in o aupreme effort. both at home and 
on the battlefield. to bring ultlmale victory. 
The Aaaumptlon Collego High School Bancl. though 
a comparotlvely young orgonlzallon, baa contributed 
to tho Wor ellort In many ways to date. bul It points 
with special prldo to Its members oow serving in the 
armed forces. According 10 1he lotesl reports, our 
boya thlr1y,1hree in number are r.ow servmg their 
country at auch wide spread polnta aa England. North 
Africa. Sco1land, California, Texas, across Canada and 
on the hiqh seoa. 
Our dltoclor. Professor Sob!o. who s9rve<I In thr 
Canadian Army In the first Worli War, is again doing 
h,a bil cis Ba, d s,,qeant with 1he EH. x Raglmer.t To k 
Reserve, In Windaor. 
Arronqemerll ore now being mode lo make tt 
possible to enrol our enhre Bond os members of the 
Air Codela of Conoda, thus au,ahnq in 1he Wor ollort 
at:11 more. The tralnlr.g should prepare our fulurt 
Alumni, If and when 1bey ore called upon, to taike 
lhoir plcices ,n 1ha rocks of cur armed lor~,s. An 
opportunity. l kcw;se-, will be g iven lhem to use fheir 
mualciarah,p 10 011111 a worthy cauae 
CONDOLENCES 
To Jock Horris. our gen ial and lun,lovlng Drum Major of '40 Bond w ~o lest his Mother and fath<r just recently wll'.'lln threo woeks of 
eoch other, 
To frank McIntyre, our friend and generous benofactor, In t'ie I IS of h11 aiater. 
PAC· SE:£.'ITY F'OUR 
_-_ - -,,_ - - - . -
THE CAECILIAN 
day for t'..e bcys. krmer members of the Band and upacially t.'lcsa in 
1:1e armed se,v.c::s. Bes1d£s all members past and present are re-
membered da,ly i.1 t.>e I-roly sacrl!ice of the Mass. Those practices Nill 
be continued. 
At the end ol '41. en organizatior, known at the Patents' Band 
Auxiliary. was lcrmed to rais& funds to send our Band to the competihon 
al Waterloo. Ontario. This was perhaps the most successlul and most 
enjoyable trip ever taken by tb.e Ban:!. S:nce flat time tb.e Auxiliary 
r.as continued to function and to-day ii Is organized In both Canado 
and the Uruted $.a.ea w,t'.1 Mr Wm. Baldoclc and Mr John Wild~r o.s 
the re1pective preaidenlS. To all the members of t:,e auxiliaries. our 
parents. we boys upreu our sinc:)re gralltude lot oil that their ,lforts 
have made possible in our regard. 
In conclusion a word ol praise and thanks is due to Professor Sabio 
whose excollenl mus:c1ar.sh1p is devoted patiently ond with great kind· 
ness lo inslllllng into us o love of real mua1c and the be Iler I hings of 
Hie. 
R S M. I< D. P. 
MAYBE YOU RECALL THESE • • • 
"Number 17 in the Blue book'" Willie Winters· first parade as 
Drum Major when he didn't know how to atop the boys playing 
our performance al Mt. Paulus" play tb.e time tb.e Band played for 
the visit of the King and Queen how we serenoded a mare 
engineer the new spelling for the word "accelerator" learned on 
our trip to Sarnia how Bob Gluns took a curious lilclng to people"s 
front )awru, on our trip to Cincinnati why we stopped beneath a 
lamp pool around mldnlght on the way back our vlsita lo Marlo"• 
and Diana Grill with o 25 cent limit Barney Rill's idea of a left 
turn wh!II\ inode in Detroit carrying the American flag Bob Green-
way's yen for Superman the "Jolly Peo.aant" our leelings before 
going on the stage to play a solo our trip to Samia Brinzo·a 
cornet solos before. durlng and aJter the Conteate our Banquets in 
Windsor. in Samia. In Kitchener when the results were onnounced 
at Waterloo the feed and trip to Ann Arbor how our Drummer 
made a complete revolution in the air al St. Mary's flag raising without 
missing a beat how Willie Holgate and company really alowed 
down the tempo for the march pa.al at Jackson Pork ot the request of 
the boys the Spitfire parade In the rain Alan )ohnston·a artistry 
i.n being able lo ~top al the right moment even though admiring I.he 
ocenery in the local stands how the C.1.0. appreciated the K. ol C. 
boys Band and the Euphonium sax solo our llluminaled display ol 
Leamlnglon ond at Kennedy Gym lack Harris al the first Firemon's 
Field Day the comedy created by a dl!lerence of opinion about a 
)ell turn how Jock M, C'd and showed the lolks how a l,nt-rate 
bachelor would sew a button on hi• trousers how deadly serioua 
he was at all limes the hrsl parade of our present Drum Majors 
at Kennedy Collegiole !or the footgall game Mike I<ennedy"s bare-
metical abUllies our trip to the Falls. 
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FRONT ROW: F. Pare: L. Baldock: N. Zanini: A. Gallant, J. Pr!c:e: R. Britton: A. Stetani: Prof. D. P. Sabio, R. G!uns. (Orum Moior): F1. C. F. 
Harrison, C.S.B.: /. Kells; f. Valche; E. faacher; D. PfeUer; P. Mullln: A. Johnson: D. Cousine,1u. 
SECOND ROW: J. Ryan; M. Kennedy; W. Holgate: L. Janlsse; /. Collins: /. Benselle; N. Thlb•nl; H. ?addon: D. Woods: F. Sheahan, R. Meloche: 
J Mullin: F. Bergsma: L Wamshuls: V. G. Pare: B. Hill. 
THIRD ROW: C. Bondy: !. Stefani; C. Cloutier; A. Baby; /. Malone: 1-f. Bondy; M. Margarm: D. Wolcott: P. Wamshuia: ). Buhlmon. 
FOURTH ROW: C. Pare· 0. fanning: R. Wilder; C. Udall: F. T90ll. 
ABSENT: J. Mascaro: A. Nagy: T Gallant; Maurice Foley. 
- 1943 
F'RONT ROW: M. Marqem:, A J1ofanl; R. Britton: P. Warnahuts; J. S1eloni; N. Zanini; Pro!. D. P. Sabia: R. Gluns (Dr,im Mu1<.>rl: fr. C. F. Harrison, C.S.B.: , Ca 
C Dum.:>uchollo: C. Cloulier. 
SECOND ROW: D. Cousineau: A, Wobc,; H. Bondy; M. Jordan; E. F'aucher: J. Kells: D. Ptoifer: P Mullin: (. Mat1CCJro: B. Hill: C. Bondy: R. "levlns: L Warnshuts. 
THIRD ROW: {. G. Pare: I Malone: A. &by; R. Wllrior~ C. Pare; C. Udall; J. Bcnscno; V. Polant. 
ABSENT: I Price; W. Taylor: J, Buhlman: Maurice Foloy. 
A. Gallont: N. Thlbor 
Mullin: R. Molocb 
Officers and Personnel of the Assumption College Band - 1943 
PETER D. SABIA. F.R.C.M. FR. C. F. HARRISON. C.S.B. 
Director Supervisor 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENTS 
SECRETARY-TREASURER 
LIBRARIAN 
DRUM MAJORS 
Robert Gluna 
Francis Pare 
Don Cousineau 
CORNETS AND TRUMPETS 
Homer Bondy 
Evarlste Faucher 
Maurice Foley 
Marshal Jordon 
Jack Keila 
Patrick Mullin 
Daniel Pleiler 
Aloy• Weber 
ALTO HORNS 
Charles Bondy 
Bernard Hill 
Joseph Mascaro 
Robert Nevins 
TROMBONES 
Fred Bergsma 
Raymond Meloche 
James Mullin 
Lourie Warnshuis 
BARITONES AND EUPHONIUMS 
John Bensetle 
Cyril Udall 
Robert Britton 
Patrick Mullin 
John Bensette 
Robert Wilder 
James Colllne 
COUNCILLORS 
PETER D. SABIA. F R.C.M 
Conductor 
ACCOMPANIST Violet Webb Leach 
COLOR GUARD John Buhlman; Alex Nagy; Thomas Brennan 
Leonard Baldock (R.C.A F.l 
James Mullin 
Nimo Zaniru 
Robert Gluna 
BASSES 
Clayton Pare 
Robert Wilder 
CLARINETS 
LeonaTd &aldock 
Robert Britton 
Albert Gallant 
Thomas Gates 
Malcolm MW"germ 
James Price 
Alex Stefani 
Joseph Stefani 
Nlmo Zanini 
Pa:rick Warnabuis 
PICCOLO AND FLUTE 
Normoa Thibert 
SAXOPHONES 
Claude Cloutier 
James Collins 
GIibert Dumouchelle 
PERCUSSION 
Anthony Baby 
Jack Malone 
Vincent G. Pare 
Victor Polcmt 
EQUIPMENT MGR. Michael Kennedy PROPERTY MGR. James Goode 
BAND AUXILIARIES 
WINDSOR 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
ASSIST ANT TREASURER 
Mr. Wm. Baldock 
Mr. A. J. Pare 
Mrs. Cyril M. Price 
Mrs. Wm. Britton 
Mrs. Reml Meloche 
Fr. C. F Harrison 
COUNClLLORS 
... 
Mrs. W. Baldock 
Mrs. A. Bensette 
Mrs. D. Mullin 
Mrs. John J. Colllns 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
Mr. Leo R Buhlrnan 
Mt C. Cloutier 
Mr. A. J. Janisse 
Mr J Mascaro 
DETROIT 
Mr. J E. Wilder 
M.a. A. C. Pleiler 
Mrs. Frances Hill 
Robert Wilder 
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